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Yokogawa has developed an intracellular substance sampling system with a nano
spray tip made of glass capillary. By using precise location feedback from Yokogawa’s
confocal microscopy technology, this system calculates the position of the nano spray
tip relative to the target cell, and thus can sample microscopic organelles accurately. In
recent years, many academic papers have been published that address single-cell injection
and single-cell metabolomics to identify the drug uptake of cells and localize metabolities
by using mass spectrometry. However, most of them use manual procedures that require
considerable skill and experience. Yokogawa’s new system can automate these procedures
and can be applied to other applications such as single-cell DNA/RNA analysis and patchclamp techniques. The system also delivers added value and improves the efficiency of
research and development. This paper describes applications of this system.

INTRODUCTION

“P

ersonalized medicine” is becoming a household term,
and recent research on drug discovery is focusing
increasingly on analyzing individual cells. In the past, it
was necessary to collect, concentrate, and refine particular
substances from cell populations due to poor analysis
sensitivity. Recently, however, progress in analysis systems
and techniques has enabled the analysis of a single cell. Now,
systems for accurately sampling microscopic specimens are
needed. Yokogawa has developed an intracellular substance
sampling system with a nano spray tip made of a glass
capillary. By using precise location feedback from Yokogawa’s
confocal microscopy technology, this system calculates the
position of the nano spray tip relative to the target cell, and
thus can sample (suction) a single cell or any target part of
a cell. Since this system can suction substances of up to 1
pico liter (pL), we had assumed it would be used only for
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highly sensitive mass spectrometry. Through feedback from
researchers, however, we found that the system is useful for
various other applications.
This system can pinpoint a specific cell and a specific spot
in the cell under confocal microscope imaging. This paper
introduces possible applications of our intracellular substance
sampling system.
The operating principle of this system is described in
another paper(1) in this special issue.

SINGLE-CELL GENE ANALYSIS
Figure 1 shows the outline of single-cell gene analysis.
First, as shown in Figure 1(a), a single cell is targeted and
captured. Since this system precisely pinpoints the target cell,
it causes no stress or damage to the target cell or neighboring
cells, preventing the sample from being contaminated by
foreign genes. After the sampling, the tip containing the target
cell is inserted into a tube, where the cell is broken down
quickly in the lysis buffer to preserve the genetic conditions
at the moment of sampling (Figure 1(b)). Then, doublestranded deoxyribonucleic acids (DNA) are obtained and
amplified through reverse transcription using single-stranded
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behavior of drugs on cancerization and cancer tissues, studies
on individual cells would have an important role in developing
cancer drugs. Our system has highly useful functions for
such studies to identify, analyze, and test key cells among
miscellaneous cell populations.
As an application of this system to single cell gene
analysis, a cell competition experiment is described below.
Cell competition is a phenomenon in which anomalous cells
are dislodged by surrounding normal cells, and is extensively
studied in the field of cancer research. In this experiment, the
position information of cells is essential because it is necessary
to handle normal cells adjacent to anomalous cells.
In this st udy, nor mal Madin-Derby canine kidney
(MDCK) cells and the MDCK cells with abnor malit y
(anomalous cells) were co-cultured at a ratio of 50:1. The
anomalous cells were labeled with a green-fluorescent protein,
and the cells adjacent to the green-f luorescing cells were
sampled for analyses. As shown in Figure 2, a single normal
cell adjacent to anomalous cells was precisely sampled.

Figure 1 Flow of single-cell gene analysis
ribonucleic acids (RNA). The resultant DNA can be analyzed
by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and sequencers.
Commercial products are already available for acquiring
samples for single cell gene analysis. However, most of them
are unable to capture cells adhering on sample plates and
it is necessary to suspend cells in solution even though, for
example, the metabolic activity of cancer cells in the adhered
condition is different from that in the suspended condition,
as reported by some studies. Acquiring cells suspended in
solution also faces a problem. Conventional sampling systems
cannot acquire specific cells but obtain cells that happen to
come in contact with them. In contrast, our system can capture
and analyze the target cell in either the adhered condition or
the suspended condition. This system also enables cells to
be observed under a microscope and the information on cell
conditions and location to be linked with gene analysis results.
The features of this system are listed below:
•• Can capture cells adhering on a sample plate
•• Can obtain the location information of the captured cell
•• Can visually check the cell to be captured
•• Can acquire the target cell from among cells
•• Does not damage neighboring cells
•• Has an incubator function
•• Can acquire a sample while observing temporal changes
through time-lapse imaging
As single cell gene analysis has been attracting attention
recently, an increasing number of academic papers on this
subject are being published. Gene analysis techniques are
making remarkable progress, and many new reagents for
single cell gene analysis are coming to market.
Up to now, changes in gene expression have been studied
only on the average behavior of cell populations, whereas
single cell gene analysis enables the study of individual cells.
If inhomogeneity in cell populations affects the efficacy and
82

(a) Before sampling
(the cell to the left of the green cells is the target)

(b) After sampling

Figure 2 Sampling a particular cell
Figure 3 shows the result of real-time PCR analysis on
the sampled cell. In the real-time PCR technique, DNAs are
amplified to double in number in each thermal cycle and are
monitored in real time. The horizontal axis of the graph is
the number of PCR cycles, and the vertical axis is the DNA
concentration (amount of the amplified product). Regarding
cell competition, we focused on a certain gene. Figure 3(a)
shows the amplification curves of this gene from normal
cells adjacent to anomalous cells. Figure 3(b) shows the
amplification curves of the same gene from mono-cultured
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Delta Rn

normal cells. Since we repeated this single-cell experiment,
several curves are shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). Our
system successfully revealed that the expression level of the
target gene differs in the two culture conditions.

The details of this technique vary depending on the
process performed after the formation of the seal. Figure 5
shows whole-cell recording (whole-cell patch). In this method,
negative pressure is applied through the capillary to puncture
the cell membrane, contact the capillary electrode with the
inner substances of the cell, and measure signals. However,
there are several challenges in this method, including the
extreme difficulty of controlling the negative pressure:
low pressure cannot puncture the cell membrane, and high
pressure causes the cell to die.
Gigaseal
(Resistance > 1GΩ)

Cycle number
(a) Amplification curves of co-cultured normal cells
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Figure 5 Whole-cell recording
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(b) Amplification curves of mono-cultured normal cells

Figure 3 Analysis results of mRNA by real-time PCR

PATCH CLAMPING
There are other applications that use capillaries for
studying cells. One example is the patch clamp technique,
which applies a clamped (fixed) voltage (or current) to a cell,
measures the resulting current (or voltage), and determines
electrophysiological signals, or ion f lows through cell
membranes (2). Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of this
technique. This technique requires a silver wire and an
electronic amplifier, in addition to a capillary.
In the patch clamp technique, it is necessary to contact
the capillary with the target cell and form a resistance seal of
1 GW or higher. Since this contact alone does not form a seal,
various other procedures are required.

This method measures infinitesimal current of the order
of pA to nA, which will be buried in noise if no measure
is taken. Since an electric circuit including a capacitor and
resistor is formed around the cell as shown in Figure 6 after
the formation of the seal, the applied voltage (or current) must
be compensated for the effect of this circuit in order to achieve
a precise measurement.
Thus, this method relies heavily on manual procedures
that require advanced skills. Although automated systems
are commercially available, these handle cells that happen to
come in contact with the capillary, similarly to conventional
sampling systems for single cell gene analysis described
above. No patch-clamp system can automatically sort out
target cells from multiple cells and tissues. By combining
the function of our system that eff iciently pinpoints a
particular cell with the patch-clamp technology that measures
electric signals, a new application can be developed. It can
automatically measure electrophysiological signals of tissues
grown through differentiation and induction from iPS or stem
cells while identifying individual cells.

INJECTION
Ag/AgCl
electrode
Glass capillary
External solution

Cell

Methods of injecting compounds and viruses directly into
cells are widely used in cell biology. Two major methods for
this purpose are transfection and electroporation. However,
these methods have problems: it is difficult to inject substances
into the target cells; the volume of injection differs in each
case; and manual injection requires skill. Since our system
can solve these problems by precisely manipulating target
cells, it is expected to help inject a fixed volume of substances
automatically.

Figure 4 Schematic diagram of patch clamp technique
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Figure 6 Schematic diagram of applied voltage (Vcomm) and measured current (I) in whole-cell recording

CONCLUSION
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This paper introduced only a few examples of possible
applications. Our technology for precisely manipulating target
cells will be applicable to other areas in addition to stimulation
and injection. Single cell research is expected to continue
progressing, and Yokogawa’s system will contribute greatly
to this field. Although Japan lags far behind other countries
in this area, our technology is competitive even in the global
market. We will keep improving the system and adding value
to it, working together with researchers in various fields.
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